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SAN FRANCISCO, HOME OF HIGH GRADE MACHINERY
H. M. KERRIGAN
It is unnecessary to repeat the fact
that has been reiterated so often, that
of all the industries in the state of
California the Iron and steel are the
largest and most powerful iv the flock
equipment* and financial interests they
represent
and the number employed.
The conquest for iron and steel Industries came with the' great demand
for mining machinery in the early days.:
That was the beginning of the development of the state of California. Since
that time the iron and steel industries
have met with many reverses, although
with tlie great demand for machinery
tor ,' hydraulic mining, Kan Francisco
became known the world over for. Its
•mining machinery, and even today la
every, point where mining is going on
can be* found the product 'made in
California."'
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The California trap and steel product
even .surpasses 'the eastern commodity
for the very .reason
that V here" they
more for durability and efficiency
Ibuild
than.they do for show In architectural
beauty.
.It. is not necessary to mention* With
what great pride California points to
the first, centrifugal pump and water
wheels ,'made here, besides ,Mi°e ever
popularized mining machinery which
in the : early days gave -San i Francisco
it
all over; the ; :world : the.-reputation
still holds for. making the 1 most*. durable and "";efficient jIron * and * sfceel .'products of every fdescription. \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0
Iron
•] * Without '^overestimating:*these
and, steel • industries, we • all ; must" point
with pride to California's inventors and'
mechanics £ who have headed ;/the, list
in improvements and advancements'; in
all sorts! of '.machinery, in the. past 60
years. .' On .ocean,'
on -land,'.. in : forest
and city, California 'products have led
and still lead the world.
vNor-'dowe'ln our commendation .of
bur.'great industries forget to mention
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the ship industry that is so closely related to the iron and steel commodities
and that has given California a worldwide reputation for its battleships built.
We can point with interest to the Japanese-man-of-war
Chitose in the days
of .shipbuilding in its great advancement and . the United ; States cruisers
Charleston
and ; San Francisco,
the
battleship, Oregon
and the armored
coast defense: monitor Monterey.
San Francisco has won in the past a
reputation .to. compare favorably with
any of / the * old establishments
•on \ the
The demands of the
Atlantic coast.
shipbuilding industry will increase, with
the greater achievements .of our own
merchant marine.
through. Iron ore is found distributed P^Sn^
out the whole stale of California. We
enough
supply
have
to
the world. Its
mining has not been given the attenperliaps,
but its qualtion it deserves,
ity is recognized :by all.
In .the, past
we' were- unable,^ on . account •of lack of
fuel"'*; to-'reduce this ore, but now, with
the great gushers of oil, we are on the
road to a greater development of this
raw material as well as electrical reduc-
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the business
conditions that prevail in, the east relative
industries,
we
find
Iron
and
steel
to the
that California, has not gained' her own
by any means. . In; fact; we are woefully lacking in many., ways in our
than
restrictions .to compete rather
price or quality. Perhaps one of the
Inability,
to
our;
greatest faults lies in
comadvertise the iron »and steel
field
that
;
modities with the limited
we have had for advertising,* and the
fact that we have not had the .number of solicitors and business getting
agents -in -the V past ; that?: has been
monopolized by eastern concerns. These
conditions are changing, however, and
Compared
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SANDERS & CO.'S copper works
PRACTICAL COPPERSMITHS
Manufacturers of Copper and Brass "Work, Sanders Continuous Stills, Etc.
Sheet and Bar Copper, Seamless Copper Pipe," all Sizes, Special
Attention Given to all Kinds of Repair Work.
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Pacific

Copper

(Al,.

Works, Inc., los Angeles, Cal.

JOHN MULHERN
Soda Water Machinery and Supplies
1

140 SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

All Supplies Comply with the Pure Food
Serial No. 6893.
Laws, Both National and State.
7
PACIFIC COAST AGENT FOR—
I.ipplncott's Sanitary Soda Water Fountain?!.
The Beach Clarrldge, Corporation's Flavoring.Extracts, Fruit.Juices,
"•"
.' • Crushed Fruits and Syrups.;
• Twitihell's Continuous 'Carbonators.
Everything Needed by Ike Dispenser and Bottler Carried In Jitock.
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Cable address "BYRON," Western Union Code.
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IRON WORKS, Inc.
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and of the highest order, tempered
work j, the Jackson Centrifugal and lurnearly 40 years of pracPumps guarantee all thia In connection with
building -which
perfect
pump,
pump
for
•which protects
aAand
The two above features stand
against unwarranted expense ;in great waste of power and loss of time.
Hydraulics scientifically; applied
the hlsrhest character of machine

-

X. W. COB. lIEALE AND HOWARD STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO,
TELEPHONE KEARNY 573.

IDEAL PUMP BUILDING
'

BYRON

with the
i.i ef our labor conditions
we will be able to compete with the
rest of the world. Let us hope thai the
employers and employes will gel together
for mutual benefit, for, after
an, they- tire both dependent one upon
tHe. other. 7'3&t999ig/gm*9jA**jm
However that condition may be, the
iron and steel industries are showing,
with the new fields that have been
opened Up for them In the matter of
oil, fruit an.) reclamation
lands, that.
more than compare with the mining
fields of early days, the creative and inventive , powers of the mechanics anil
employers to provide machinery" that
will cultivate and facilitate the greater
development of these new conditions.
We*, have ; proved
the exceptional
qualities-of'distillate running, gas en-
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which have made our reputation greater in every pant of the
world for iron and steel products. Ice
machines have become more in demand
Of water
in refrigerating plants. ;
wheels we have the greatest made anyHoisting engines that have
where.
improved the efficiency of loading and
unloading over GO per cent and made
possible the building of such giant
tasks as the Lucln cutoff over the
great Salt lake, and other Inaccessible
places, and the loading and unloading
of ships afe made here.
that the great
How few realize
pumps are made here that made possible the great. reclamation, projects,
and the dredges as well that are excavating rivers and other places for
greater business conditions, as well as
the gold dredges that have made possible the saving of much gold that was
lost to the early day miners by more
crude methods of mining.
The oil fields have made California
glues,

Local Makes Rule as Standard in All Portions of the
,
United States
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HANSEN & BAIN.Props.
Manufacturers

of

STOVES and RANGES
Light Machinery Castings a
Specialty

-

214 Townsend St., San Francisco.

Great Western ' Smelting &
Refining Co.

.
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PARSONS
& BLACKMON MACHINE CO.
ENGINEERS; \n»
General
311
Bet.

MACHINISTS

Work. '. Repairing, Etc.
Oiren
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Harriet St., *', " BAN FRANCISCO
6th and 7th,, Bryant and
Brannan.
Machine
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